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Abstract. During the past decade, virtualization-based (e.g., virtual
machine introspection) and hardware-assisted approaches (e.g., x86
SMM and ARM TrustZone) have been used to defend against low-level
malware such as rootkits. However, these approaches either require a
large Trusted Computing Base (TCB) or they must share CPU time
with the operating system, disrupting normal execution. In this paper,
we propose an introspection framework called Nighthawk that transparently checks system integrity at runtime. Nighthawk leverages the
Intel Management Engine (IME), a co-processor that runs in isolation
from the main CPU. By using the IME, our approach has a minimal TCB
and incurs negligible overhead on the host system on a suite of indicative
benchmarks. We use Nighthawk to check the integrity of the system
software and ﬁrmware of a host system at runtime. The experimental
results show that Nighthawk can detect real-world attacks against the
OS, hypervisors, and System Management Mode while mitigating several
classes of evasive attacks.

1

Introduction

Security vulnerabilities [28] that enable unauthorized access to computer systems
are discovered and reported on a regular basis. Upon gaining access, attackers frequently install various low-level malware or rootkits [2] on the system to
retain control and hide malicious activities. While many solutions target diﬀerent speciﬁc threats, the key ideas are similar: the defensive technique or analysis
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gains an advantage over the attacker by executing in a more privileged context. More speciﬁcally, to detect low-level malware, virtualization-based defensive approaches [20,21] and hardware-assisted defensive approaches [5,27,32,46]
have been proposed. However, both approaches come with inherent limitations.
Limitations in Virtualization. Virtualization-based approaches require an
additional software layer (i.e., the hypervisor) to be introduced into the system,
resulting in two problems. First, virtualization can incur signiﬁcant performance
overhead. While CPU vendors and hypervisor developers have worked to improve
the performance of CPU and memory virtualization, the cost of I/O virtualization remains high [25]. Second, and more importantly, mainstream hypervisors
have a large trusted computing base (TCB). Hypervisors such as Xen or KVM
contain many thousands of lines of code in addition to the millions of lines
present in the control domain. Thus, while virtualization has facilitated signiﬁcant defensive advances in monitoring the integrity of a target operating system,
attackers in such systems can target the hypervisor itself. By exploiting vulnerabilities in the large TCB of the hypervisor, attackers can escape the virtualized
environment and wreak havoc on the underlying system.
Limitations in Hardware. Hardware-assisted approaches are not burdened
by large TCBs. However, to provide a trustworthy execution environment,
hardware-assisted approaches typically require either (1) an external monitoring
device or (2) specialized CPU support for examining state such as Intel System Management Mode (SMM). The former, seen in Copilot [32], Vigilare [27],
and LO-PHI [37], typically use a co-processor (on a PCI card or an SoC) that
runs outside of the main CPU. Such a requirement increases costs and precludes
large-scale deployment. The latter, seen in HyperSentry [5], HyperCheck [48]
runs code in SMM and monitors the target host system. While it does not
require any external devices, code running in SMM can disrupt the ﬂow of execution in the system. Running code in SMM requires the CPU to perform an
expensive context switch from the OS environment to SMM. This switch suspends the OS and application execution until the SMM code completes, that is
beneﬁt for static analyzing the current host running state. But this suspension
of execution results in abnormalities (e.g., lost clock cycles) that are detectable
from the OS context. Attackers can measure and exploit such abnormalities so
as to escape detection or hide malicious activities.
To address the limitations of current approaches, we present Nighthawk,
a framework leveraging the Intel Management Engine (IME). While the IME is
intended as an advanced system management feature (e.g., for remote system
administration of power and state), in this work, we leverage the IME to construct a system introspection framework which is capable of eﬃciently checking
the integrity of critical kernel and hypervisor structures and system ﬁrmware.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst paper to consider using the IME
for such application. Our proposed framework oﬀers the following advantages in
comparison to previous work:
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– No extra hardware required. The IME has been integrated in virtually
every Intel processor chipset since 2008. Therefore, the proposed framework
can be deployed in most current commercially-available Intel-based computer
systems without requiring external peripheral support.
– High privilege. As a co-processor running independently from the main
CPU, the IME has a high privilege level in a computer system.1 The IME
has unrestricted access to the host system’s resources, making it suitable for
analyzing the integrity of the underlying operating system, hypervisor, or
ﬁrmware.
– Small TCB. The IME runs a small independent Minix 3 OS distribution. As
Minix 3 uses a microkernel architecture, it contains only thousands of lines of
kernel code (cf. millions of lines of code in modern hybrid architecture systems
like Linux or Windows). The reduced size of code results in a decreased trusted
code base.
– Low overhead. Since the IME runs in an isolated co-processor, executing
code in the IME does not disrupt the normally-executing tasks on the main
CPU and does not compete for resources with the underlying OS. Thus, code
executing in the IME incurs very little overhead on the target system.2
– Transparency. In addition to low overhead, the isolation of the IME means
that the host OS are not aware of code executing in the IME. This allows
transparent analysis of the host system from the IME.
We apply our prototype to several indicative experiments in which we verify
the integrity of (1) kernel code, (2) virtualization system core code, and (3)
System Management RAM. Our experimental results show that Nighthawk
is able to detect real-world rootkits, including kernel-level rootkits and SMM
rootkits, and incurs minimum performance overhead on the target system. Our
main contributions are:
– We present Nighthawk, a novel introspection framework that transparently
checks the integrity of the host system at runtime. We leverage the Intel
Management Engine, an extant co-processor that runs alongside the main
CPU, enabling a minimal TCB and detection of low-level system software
attacks while incurring negligible overhead.
– We demonstrate a prototype of Nighthawk that can detect real-world
attacks against operating system kernels, Xen and KVM hypervisors, and
System Management RAM. Furthermore, Nighthawk is robust against page
table manipulation attacks and transient attacks.
– Nighthawk causes low latency to verify the integrity of critical data structures. Our results show that Nighthawk takes 0.502 s to verify the integrity
of the system call table (4 KB) of the host operating system. This low latency
results in a small system overhead on the host.
1

2

Expanding on Intel’s privilege rings, userspace applications are said to have ring
3 privilege while the kernel has ring 0 privilege. The IME is said to have ring -3
privilege [12, 40].
Cache contention and bus bandwidth limits may incur overhead.
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Background

We introduce the Intel Management Engine and System Management Mode.
Intel Management Engine: The Intel Management Engine is a subsystem
which includes a separate microprocessor, its own memory, and an isolated operating system [13]. The IME has been integrated into Intel x86 motherboards since
2008 and was frequently used for remote system administration. Once the system is powered on, the IME runs in isolation, and its execution is not inﬂuenced
by the host system on the same physical machine. To contact with isolated IME
from host system, Intel designed the Host Embedded Controller Interface (HECI,
also called Management Engine Interface) to secure exchange data between host
memory and IME. Note that some other chipsets integrated co-processors, like
the Intel Innovation Engine [16], also have the similar features, but are designed
for special platforms (e.g., Data Center Servers) rather than for ordinary computers. Thus, in this paper, we build our introspection framework based on the
IME rather than the Innovation Engine.
System Management Mode: System Management Mode (SMM) is a highly
privileged execution mode included in all current x86 devices since the 386. It
is used to handle system-wide functions such as power management or vendorspeciﬁc system control. SMM is used by the system ﬁrmware, but not by applications or normal system software. The code and data used in SMM are stored in
a hardware-protected memory region named SMRAM. Under normal operation,
SMRAM is inaccessible from outside of SMM unless conﬁgured otherwise (i.e.,
if SMRAM is unlocked). SMM code is executed by the CPU upon receiving a
system management interrupt (SMI), causing the CPU to switch modes to SMM
(e.g., from protected mode). The hardware automatically saves the CPU state,
including control registers like CR3, in a dedicated region in SMRAM. After
executing SMM code, the CPU state is restored and it resumes execution as
normal. We use SMM in tandem with the IME to transparently gather accurate
data from a system, even when it is compromised.

3

Threat Model and Assumptions

In this work, we assume the operating system, the hypervisor, and even SMM are
not trusted. In contrast, due to its isolation and small TCB, we favor deploying
security-critical software in the IME. We use this environment to run our code
and introspect activities occurring in the operating system, the hypervisor, and
SMM. Additionally, we assume an attacker does not have physical access to
the machine. We assume that we start with a trustworthy ﬁrmware image (i.e.,
BIOS) so that we can reliably insert our IME introspection code. We assume
the booting process of the Intel TXT [18] is trusted. We assume SMM could be
compromised via a software vulnerability at runtime. However, attacks against
SMM due to architectural bugs like cache poisoning [44] are out of scope because
such attacks can be mitigated with oﬃcial patch [45]. We assume the hardware
can be trusted to function normally (e.g., hardware trojans are out of scope).
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Fig. 1. High level architecture of the Nighthawk. The user operates a Remote Machine
to interact with the Target Machine. We place custom IME code on the Target Machine,
consisting of an Introspection server and several Integrity Checking Modules. When the
user invokes an integrity checking command, the server dispatches the corresponding
Integrity Checking Module, which in turn creates a communication channel with the
Target Host’s physical memory using either μDMA or HECI. We place custom SMM
“Agent” code on the Target Host. The SMM Agent is capable of basic introspection to
recover critical data structures, which can be transmitted to the IME using the same
μDMA/HECI channel. The Introspection Server can transmit the resulting data back
to the Remote Machine for analysis or forensics.

4

System Architecture

In Nighthawk, we leverage the IME to transparently monitor the integrity
of the target system’s memory (i.e., code and data) belonging to the kernel,
any hypervisor present, and SMRAM. When an integrity violation is detected,
our IME code asserts that an attack has occurred. Our system consists of a
Target Machine, which we seek to protect, and a Remote Machine, which is used
to interact with the Target Machine. An overview of Nighthawk is shown in
Fig. 1, we then describe those key roles in more detail.
Target Machine: It represents the potentially vulnerable system we want
to analyze and protect. The Target Machine contains both the IME and an
underlying Target Host (e.g., operating system or hypervisor). We use the IME
as the key component in Nighthawk to transparently introspect the Target
Machine’s physical memory. An Introspection Client, which is deployed on the
Remote Machine, allows the user to send introspection commands to the Target Machine’s IME. An Introspection Server on the Target Machine’s IME then
processes these commands. The Introspection Server invokes an analysis module
on behalf of the Remote Machine. In this paper, we implemented three integrity
checking modules: (1) kernel, (2) hypervisor, and (3) SMM. Each module corresponds to a particular class of attack that may occur against the Target Machine.
When the Introspection Server processes a command from the Client, we initialize the corresponding module and acquire the Target Host’s memory. We use
µDMA to access the host’s memory. By design, µDMA only understands physical addresses, so we bridge the semantic gap to understand the Host’s high-level
abstractions (i.e., virtual memory addresses). We perform some initial reconnaissance on the Target Host’s memory—we collect virtual memory addresses of
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some critical kernel/hypervisor data structures to derive a mapping to physical
addresses. In SMM, we ﬁrst build a SMRAM static conﬁguration map for comparison at runtime. This map allows us to retrieve virtual memory addresses
from the physical memory regions we acquire via µDMA. Next, we create a
communication channel between the Target Machine’s physical memory space
and the IME’s external memory space by using µDMA and HECI. This channel
enables transferring critical data structures (e.g., the system call table, a hypervisor’s kernel text, and saved architectural state) to the IME. Afterwards, each
integrity checking module is able to locate relevant data structures in the IME’s
external memory space and perform integrity checking.
Remote Machine: It serves as a way for a user to remotely access the Target Machine and assess its integrity transparently. More speciﬁcally, the Remote
Machine implements a simple Introspection Client that allows access to the Target Machine’s IME remotely. Users can issue commands using the Introspection
Client, and receive results from the Target Machine’s IME. We implement several
commands that are usable by the Introspection Client, including fetching segments of kernel memory for veriﬁcation. We also implement a Memory Forensics
Helper for dumping memory images to the Remote Machine for oﬄine analysis.
Due to the resource-constrained nature of the IME processor, it is more eﬃcient
to dump memory from the Target Machine and use the Remote Machine to perform more computationally-expensive analyses. Users can develop more complex
memory forensic analysis helper based on their needs.
Both the Introspection Client and the Memory Forensics Helper work in tandem to communicate with the IME on the Target Machine. Rather than developing a custom communication protocol, we rely on the existing IME remote
management protocol [42], which is a RESTful HTTPS protocol for remote management tasks. We reverse-engineered the protocol to augment it with custom
commands used by our integrity checking code.
Integration: To summarize, we seek to protect a Target Machine from malicious
attacks using the IME. We use custom IME code to implement integrity checking
for the Target Machine’s kernel, hypervisor, and SMM code and data. A user can
interact with an Introspection Client to perform various integrity checking tasks.
Because the IME enables transparent and low-overhead access to the Target
Machine’s physical memory, we can detect the presence of advanced attacks by
leveraging a combination of integrity checks and introspection.

5

Implementation

In this section, we describe implementation details pertinent to our prototype
of Nighthawk. We embedded custom IME ﬁrmware on the Target Machine to
transparently acquire the Target Host memory with low overhead. Loosely, there
are two main parts of the implementation: (1) preparing the Target Machine
with custom IME ﬁrmware, and (2) interacting with the Target Machine’s IME
at runtime (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. High-level overview of the implementation. Following the numbered arrows, we
(1) inject custom code into the IME on the Target Machine, and (2) acquire physical addresses of critical data structures. Next, the user (3) issues commands to the
Introspection Server, which (4) triggers the corresponding command. (5) the IME uses
μDMA and a modiﬁed HECI channel to fetch the target data from the Target Host
and SMM memory. Depending on the command, the resulting memory is either (6a)
dumped to the Remote Machine or (6b) checked locally for integrity. If applicable, (7)
the integrity is checked with respect to a clean version of memory. Finally, the result
is (8) transmitted back to the Remote Machine.
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Available
Memory
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...
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Fig. 3. Custom IME code injection. First, we conﬁgure system registers (TOUUD, top
of upper usable memory, REMAP BASE, and REMAP LIMIT in step 1) to map the IME
external memory to a userspace-accessible region of memory (step 2). We write custom
instructions to that region (step 3), then restore the conﬁguration registers (step 4).

5.1

Preparing the Target Machine

The Intel Management Engine is a secret system developed by Intel, one except
vendors expanding IME functions should be a hard challenge. With several previous ME related research works [12,31,40], we adopt the memory-remapping
approach taken by Tereshkin and Wojtczuk [40]: essentially, the external IME
RAM is conﬁgured to be accessible by the Target Host by conﬁguring several system registers that inﬂuence memory mapping. The workﬂow is shown in Fig. 3.
In practice, developers can work with vendors to deploy custom IME code that
does not require such a workaround. SMM can be protected in a similar way.
Since we directly get the runtime IME memory data but not open-source
of IME code, we ﬁrst reverse engineer the ME code with assembly instruction
set (chipset-dependent, and ARCompact [39] in testbed). Next, we trigger the
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remote command to run related thread in the target machine’s IME, we then
debug each corresponding functions and analyze the branch instructions (i.e.,
bl) to address the suitable functions and positions for introspection. Finally, we
insert introspection code while maintaining the original functions.
However, with kernel-level access, it is possible to reuse those memory control
registers to remap and subsequently alter the IME-reserved memory region and
SMRAM. This could potentially allow attackers to compromise the Nighthawk.
To close the injection vector after we insert the introspection code into the IME
and SMRAM, we implement a lock mechanism on those memory control register
by leveraging Intel TXT [18] with the follow operations.
1. We pre-install Trusted Boot [41] (TBoot), a booting module based on Intel
TXT Technology to perform a measured and veriﬁed launch of an OS kernel/VMM. We can conﬁgure the TBoot to lock the memory control registers.
2. We conﬁgure the bootloader to use TBoot to boot the Linux kernel, then
restart the target machine from remote server with an IME based remotely
reboot instruction.
After rebooting, the custom IME and SMM code remains intact because
booting into TXT mode prevents memory control registers from being modiﬁed.
5.2

Target Host Reconnaissance

In this subsection, we describe challenges associated with verifying the integrity
of kernel, hypervisor, and SMM code and data, the solutions we chose, and how
these solutions mitigate certain attacks.
Static Kernel Integrity Checking. The static kernel segments include both
OS and Hypervisor kernel code and data. Typically, kernel code and several
key data structures such as the system call table and the interrupt descriptor
table do not change during runtime, but attackers might modify these structures,
violating the kernel’s integrity. To monitor kernel integrity, we use the system
symbol table like System.map to gather crucial virtual addresses. System.map is a
map from kernel symbols to virtual addresses. We can then obtain that symbol’s
physical address, which resides at a ﬁxed oﬀset away from its virtual address.3
We use this approach to ﬁnd physical addresses of several critical structures,
including the system call table, the interrupt descriptor table, the kernel code
and data segments, and (when applicable) hypervisor modules.
SMM Integrity Checking. Unlike the kernel or the hypervisor, accessing
SMM memory is less straightforward. SMM code is stored in and executes from
the System Management RAM (SMRAM), which is an isolated address space.
This isolation feature can be locked or unlocked through conﬁguring special register in the BIOS to protect access after booting. If SMRAM is unlocked, we can
measure the integrity directly via the µDMA channel. However, even if SMRAM
3

While this oﬀset can be system-dependent, in most Linux setups, kernel virtual
addresses are 0xc0000000 bytes from the corresponding physical address.
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is locked, we implement a secure communication channel between the IME and
SMM. Since HECI is an unique interface designed to communicate between the
IME and host, we reuse the related HECI registers to create a channel between
the IME and SMM. Atop this channel, we add code to check the integrity of
both SMM-related code and register values. We can communicate this information from SMM over the HECI channel, at which point we can verify results
within the IME. This approach enables transparent and rapid evaluation of SMM
code and data even when the target machine is compromised.
Mitigating Attacks. Nighthawk is co-processor based approach that suffers from the address translation redirection attack (ATRA) [19] and transient
attacks [27,48]. However, Nighthawk is able to detect these attacks. For ATRA
attacks, ﬁrst, we store a clean copy of kernel page table by accessing the symbol
swapper pg dir at kernel initialization stage. Second, we obtain the CR3 register value by leveraging SMM (SMRAM is protected by SMM integrity checking).
Thus, the binding between the virtual and physical memory addresses can be
veriﬁed in the IME subsystem. For transient attacks, Nighthawk works in
an independently environment with little introspecting trace. Compared to the
SMM-based monitoring approaches like HyperCheck [48] and HyperSentry [5],
introspection interval of Nighthawk becomes more harder to be gleaned by
attackers. Moreover, the code in the IME can run continuously without halting
the target OS, and thus attackers cannot predict when a memory page will be
checked.
5.3

Measuring Integrity via Custom IME

Next, we discuss the introspection workﬂow in Nighthawk. As the IME is
intended for remote administration, it contains basic networking code. We
reverse-engineered our IME ﬁrmware to ﬁnd these networking functions that
could be reused by our injected IME code. The injected code is composed with
list of introspected object structures and checking functions. Essentially, we modiﬁed the IME code to perform introspection activities in response to requests sent
from the Introspection Client on the remote machine. The workﬂow consists of
four steps, shown in Fig. 4.
1. When the target machine receives a network command, it is received by the
remote machine in the recv cmd() function. Then, msg parse() determines
which integrity checking operation it needs to perform.
2. Next, we fetch the speciﬁed target data. We use a µDMA channel between
the Target Host and the IME to fetch the speciﬁed data from memory. If the
target data is from locked SMRAM, data fetch() creates the HECI channel
between the IME and SMM.
3. After fetching, Nighthawk compares the hash value of the fetched memory
with the original version established during boot in the IME system.
4. After comparison, data transmit() transfer the results to the remote
machine for continue analyzing.
Next, we discuss key aspects of the introspection workﬂow.
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Fig. 4. The introspection workﬂow in the IME. We reverse-engineered the locations
of several network-related functions in the existing IME code on our Target Machine.
We added code to include custom commands to support our main goal of checking the
integrity of the Target Host.

µDMA based Memory Fetching. Nighthawk uses the µDMA engine to
access the Target Host’s physical memory from the IME. Our prototype’s
chipset [17] supports conﬁguration of four µDMA channels (i.e., we can have
four memory requests in-ﬂight simultaneously). We use a number of auxiliary
registers to control the size, direction, and other properties of the µDMA request.
First, we write certain structures (e.g., the source and destination addresses) to
auxiliary registers so as to engage the µDMA engine to automatically retrieve
portions of the Target Host’s physical memory. Then, the µDMA engine automatically stores the requested memory content in an IME-designated location.
Once the function has acquired the speciﬁed amount of data, the µDMA request
stops. Note that, in some special case like ATRA attack defense, we get the CR3
value ﬁrst by leveraging SMM, and then fetch the corresponding memory page.
Checking Runtime SMRAM. For unlocked SMRAM, we directly access the
memory through µDMA and check the integrity in the IME. For locked SMRAM,
Nighthawk introspects the SMRAM through the cooperative HECI channel. In
the IME, we add a static SMRAM conﬁguration during the initialization stage,
which includes the SMM code and the original value for each SMM register
(e.g., SMBASE – 0xa0000). In SMM, we add two main functions: First, we use
the SDBM hash algorithm [29] to calculate the integrity of SMRAM code, and
we check the values of SMM-related registers at runtime. This helps us defend
against attacks that attempt to change the SMM conﬁguration or otherwise alter
SMRAM. Second, we establish a communication channel between the IME and
SMM by conﬁguring a number of HECI Host registers: H CBRW (Host Circular
Buﬀer Read Window), H IG (Host Interrupt Generate), and H CSR (Host Control
Status). In particular, writing to H IG generates an interrupt to the IME. This
HECI-based communication channel can pass data from SMM to the IME to
check SMM code and data.
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Remote Machine

We discuss how the Introspection Client interacts with the Target Host. There
are two main functions implemented on the remote machine: information collection and transparent introspection of Target Host. The remote machine initiates
a request over the network to begin introspecting the Target Host. Once the Target Host is initialized, a communication channel is established to collect memory
address information, including symbol names, addresses, sizes, etc. from the target machine. The collected information is transmitted to the remote machine for
later use. After this initiation, the introspection session can begin. The remote
machine interacts with the target machine in three scenarios:
– First, system administrators set the IME username and password for secure
login. The remote machine supplies credentials for user authentication to
create a secure channel with target machine.
– Second, remote machine sends the introspection command following the developed small custom protocol, shown in Table 6 in Appendix. Moreover, the
communication is encrypted via a session key established at runtime.
– Third, the remote machine receives responses to commands from the target
machine. There are two types of response: integrity veriﬁcation and forensic analyses. Integrity veriﬁcation is processed in the IME system, thus the
response would be a Boolean result indicating whether the integrity was violated. Memory forensic analyses are oﬄoaded to the remote machine, so the
response contains a large memory dump.

6

Evaluation

Our experimental environment consists of two physical machines: the target
machine, with a 3.0 GHz Intel E8400 CPU, ICH9D0 I/O Controller Hub, and
2 GB RAM. An Intel e1000e Gigabit network card is integrated in the Intel
DQ35JO motherboard. The BIOS version is JOQ3510J.86A.0933. For kernel
integrity testing, the target machine runs Ubuntu with Linux kernel versions
2.6.x to 4.x. For hypervisor integrity testing, both Xen 4.4 and KVM 2.0 are used.
The remote machine runs Microsoft Windows 10 with WireShark [7] installed
for network packet monitoring. In this section, we evaluate Nighthawk from
two aspects: eﬀectiveness (i.e., does our system detect the presence of real-world
threats?) and eﬃciency (i.e., does our system incur a low overhead?).
6.1

Eﬀectiveness

We measure eﬀectiveness by introspecting the Linux kernel, hypervisor, and
SMM, as well as detecting ATRA and transient attacks.
Kernel Integrity Veriﬁcation. We consider 5 real-world kernel rootkits,
shown in Table 1, which fall into two categories:
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Table 1. The eﬀectiveness of Nighthawk introspection.
Type

Attacked object

Attacks [1, 2, 9]

Detected

OS kernel

system call table
kernel text
kernel data
IDT table
page directory entry
page table entry

benign
pusezk

✗


Diamorphine



kbeast



amark



adore-ng



manual modification 
Hypervisor kvm.ko
kvm intel.ko
Xen kernel text
stext etext
hypercall page
IDT table
page directory entry
page table entry

benign
pusezk

✗


Diamorphine



kbeast



amark



adore-ng



SMM

benign

✗

SMM reloaded



SMRAM

manual modification 

manual modification 

– System call table modiﬁcation. Rootkits with kernel-level privilege can write
to this table by manipulating the control register CR0. 4 of our 5 rootkits
belong to this category: Pusezk, Diamorphine, amark, and Kbeast [2].
– Function pointer modiﬁcation. For this category, we choose adore-ng [1].
adore-ng hooks the virtual ﬁle system interface to subvert normal detection.
For example, to hide a malicious process, it redirects the iterate pointer in
a kernel data structure proc root operations so that the malicious process
will not be displayed in the /proc ﬁle system.
In addition to these real-world kernel rootkits, we also manually and randomly modify kernel memory pages in the kernel text and data segments.
Hypervisor Integrity Veriﬁcation. In addition to installing our 5 rootkits
in a Xen system, we also emulate hypervisor attacks in two ways. First, we
modify the IDT, hypercall, and exception tables in a Xen system to represent
a compromised Xen hypervisor. Second, we manually modify bytes in system
memory of a KVM guest. In particular, we identify base addresses of KVM
modules (kvm.ko and kvm-intel.ko), then randomly modify 5 bytes in these
regions. These two approaches allow us to simulate an attacker that compromises
the integrity of a Xen or KVM hypervisor.
SMM Integrity Veriﬁcation. To demonstrate SMM integrity veriﬁcation, we
employ existing SMM attacks (i.e., the SMM Reload program [9]) to maliciously
modify the SMI handler. We statically identify the RSM instruction that ends the
SMI handler, and insert malicious instructions (e.g., mov $x, %addr) to simulate
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an attack that can modify arbitrary memory addresses. To detect these attacks,
we verify memory pages in SMRAM (see Sect. 5.2 for details on acquiring this
memory). We then compare their runtime states with their clean states, and
we consider any discrepancy as an integrity violation. We can thus detect the
existing and simulated SMM attacks described above.
ATRA Detection. We keep a clean copy of the kernel page table at system
initialization stage through searching the swapper pg dir symbol. We use the
CR3 value (acquired relying on SMM) to search for the corresponding physical
page directory entry and page table entry via physical memory. In addition, we
test the experiment when Page Global Directory and CR3 changed under Kernel
Page Table Isolation (KPTI) mechanism and IDT based attack [19]. Finally, we
compare the search data to determine if a change has been made. Our comparison
results show that Nighthawk can detect the trace of ATRA.
Transient Attack Detection. To detect transient attacks, we continuously
scan kernel pages in the IME system. We install a rootkit based on toorkit [15],
the rootkit is able to timing change the pointer address of the system call table
which leads to attacker-controller system calls. The rootkit emulates a transient
attack by quickly invoking insmod and rmmod in the Linux OS. We also modify
the code to parameterize the attack time (i.e., the time elapsed between insmod
and rmmod). We sweep the attack time from 3 ms to 700 ms, and run each conﬁguration 20 times. Our results in Table 2 show that Nighthawk can detect
transient attacks if the attacking time is more than 700 ms. However, if the
attacking time is less than 400 ms, the detection rate decreases linearly because
Nighthawk requires a certain amount of execution time. That said, our approach can detect many real transient system attacks [24,43], which remain in
memory for seconds at a time. While attacks such as bus snooping [23] are fast
enough to evade detection, they require physical access to the machine and are
thus out of scope.
Table 1 shows our experimental results for kernel-, hypervisor-, and SMMlevel attacks. The results indicate that the rootkits as well as our manual modiﬁcation are detected by Nighthawk. This demonstrates that Nighthawk is
eﬀective in monitoring the integrity of the OS kernel, the hypervisor, and SMM
code. In addition, our experimental results also show that Nighthawk detects
ATRA and transient attacks.
6.2

Eﬃciency

The eﬃciency of Nighthawk is mainly determined by the time cost of three
logical operations: (1) data fetching, (2) integrity checking, and (3) data transmission. We measure the time consumed by each operation. For data fetching, we
also measure its memory overhead, so that we can ascertain that Nighthawk
does not have noticeable impact on the target system.
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Table 2. Transient attack detection.

Table 3. Time consumed by DMA.

Execution
time (ms)

Attacks
detected rate

<8

<2.5%

12

7.5%

64

0.267 ± 0.010

63

8.3%

256

0.387 ± 0.120

123

22.5%

2,048

3.06 ± 0.350

218

33.3%

3,096

4.67 ± 0.430

437

68.3%

System call table

4

515

81.4%

Linux kernel

6,466

643

92.1%

Hypervisor

336

>700

100%

IDT

1

Swapper pg dir

4

Object
(General data)

Size (KB) Time (s)
1

0.258 ± 0.010

4

0.261 ± 0.010

SMRAM (unlocked) 128
Random

10,240

0.261 ± 0.010
9.75 ± 1.300
1.31 ± 0.130
0.258 ± 0.010
0.263 ± 0.010
0.383 ± 0.120
15.4 ± 3.920

6.2.1 DMA Fetching Overhead
We ﬁrst measure the DMA data fetching operation. Regardless of whether introspection is performed on the IME or on the remote machine, each Target Host
memory segment must ﬁrst be fetched into the IME space via µDMA.
Table 3 illustrates the time consumed by using DMA fetching. When the
size of DMA-transmitted memory is smaller than 64 KB, the time consumed is
approximately 0.26 s. This is due to the DMA channel using 16 lines to access the
DRAM in parallel, allowing 216 bytes of data each time. When the size is larger
than 64 KB, the time consumed is linear to the amount of DMA operations. To
improve the DMA eﬀectiveness, we enable 4 µDMA channels to parallelly fetch
at most 256 KB target physical memory one time. The bottom half of Table 3
shows the time consumed retrieving speciﬁc segments.
Figure 5 shows the wall clock time to perform diﬀerent memory dump fetching. While system call table, PDE, and PTE pages are all 4 KB blocks
of memory, the overhead is lower for system call table analysis because it
requires only one ﬁxed-address request. In contrast, the overhead is higher for
page table analysis because acquiring page tables requires resolving additional
indirection (i.e., fetching CR3 and separate requests to follow PDEs and PTEs)
which needs multiple µDMA operations. In our tests, we found that it took
0.815 s to fetch the PTE entries and 1.28 s to verify the page table.
Since the DMA operations from the IME and the Target Host share the
same RAM, concurrent RAM accesses are inevitable in our system. During DMA
transfer, the CPU is idle and has no control of the memory buses. We use the
STREAM benchmark [26] to measure the performance degradation imposed on
the target machine. We use the memcpy function in an inﬁnite loop to keep the
DMA fetching operation running. Figure 6 shows there are minimum diﬀerences
in memory bandwidth with and without Nighthawk introspection: most of the
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Fig. 5. Time consumed by fetching
data. * represents the number of PTEs.
α represents accessing times.
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Fig. 6. Memory throughput degradation
due to introspection.

time, the performance degradation is less than 0.2%, and even in the worst case
(i.e., in the Add function test), the degradation is only 1.47%.
6.2.2 Integrity Checking Overhead
The second operation we measure is integrity checking. For each memory segment
in question, we compute a hash value, and compare it with a pre-computed value
supplied by the remote machine representing the clean state. Therefore, the time
cost depends on the hash algorithm we choose. Recall for simplicity we chose to
implement SDBM hashing [29]. Our test result shows that, to compute a hash
value for a 4 KB memory page, the algorithm takes 7.3 ms. To verify the page
table address, we simply compare each entry item in the table by value.
We only check the kernel page table, and at most 257 4 KB-size pages we
need to compare—however, in practice about 10 pages suﬃce. Thus, compared
to the fetching stage, the overhead for comparison is much lower—less than 2 ms
each time.
6.2.3 Transmission Overhead
The third operation we measure is data transmission. In general, we send an
introspection command from the remote machine and receive the veriﬁcation
result. We use one small message to pass the data (< 1 KB), taking 228 ms
on average. When considering a memory dump (i.e., > 64 KB) to the remote
machine, we divide the data into multiple packets and transmit them into multiple messages. We ﬁnd that transmitting 64 KB data takes 4.9 s and that this
duration grows linearly with the transmit size.
6.2.4 Eﬃciency Evaluation Summary
Overall, a typical introspection cycle contains the above three logical operations.
Table 4 summarizes the time spent in each operation and in total. For instance,
the system call table or the SMRAM (unlocked4 ), the introspection takes less
than 1.5 s to acquire the integrity status.
4

Even when SMRAM is locked, using our HECI-based communication channel, we
incur roughly 17 ms to perform end-to-end integrity checking.
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Table 4. The performance of the complete introspection about Nighthawk.

Object

Size (KB) Data
fetching
time (s)

System call table

4

0.26 ± 0.010 0.007 ± 0.001 0.224 ± 0.030 0.50 ± 0.030

kvm intel.ko

336

1.31 ± 0.130 0.601 ± 0.010 0.231 ± 0.030 2.14 ± 0.150

PDE

4

SMRAM (unlocked) 128

7

Total time
Comparison Data
time (s)
transmission (s)
time (s)

0.52 ± 0.010 0.007 ± 0.001 0.230 ± 0.030 0.76 ± 0.040
0.39 ± 0.150 0.320 ± 0.005 0.228 ± 0.030 0.94 ± 0.200

Related Work

In this section, we survey the related work. Our research is mainly related to
two categories of work: trusted execution environments, Intel ME.
Trusted Execution Environment. Trusted execution environments (TEEs)
are intended to provide a safe haven for programs to execute sensitive tasks. We
can use software- or hardware-based approaches to create TEEs.
Typically, software-based approaches leverage virtualization. Terra [14] runs
applications with diverse security requirements in diﬀerent virtual machines
managed by a trusted Virtual Machine Monitor so that compromised applications do not interfere with others. Some hypervisor-based introspection
approaches like SecVisor [34] can also provide a small TCB, but still incurs signiﬁcant overhead, whereas Nighthawk does not. In contrast, hardware-based
approaches rely on diﬀerent hardware features. KI-Mon [23] is a hardware-based
DMA module and hash accelerator on the external SoC component used as an
event-triggered kernel integrity monitor. GRIM [22] uses GPUs to check the kernel’s integrity at high speed. TZ-RKP [4] is the representative work using ARM
TrustZone to construct a TEE for OS kernel protection. HyperCheck [48] and
HyperSentry [5] both employs Intel SMM to build a TEE and monitor hypervisor
integrity. Chevalier et al. [6] proposed using a co-processor to monitor SMM code
behavior, but it requires modifying the SMM code for instrumentation which is
implemented with QEMU and simulation. In this paper, we build our TEE using
the IME, and use it to monitor the host system.
Works on Intel ME. By design [33], the IME has full access to the system’s
memory, peripheral devices, and networks. Because of this high privilege, the
IME has attracted attention from security researchers [35,36,38]. For example,
to analyze the code in the IME, Sklyarov [35] proposed an SPI-based approach to
fetch the IME ﬁrmware from the storage ﬂash chip. In other work, Sklyarov [36]
presented a static analysis approach in which he was able to distinguish the
diﬀerent functions in the IME via matching the signature of each code module.
In addition, security vulnerabilities in the IME were also discovered [12,40].
Tereshkin et al. [40] proposed a memory remapping approach which enables
the host CPU to access the IME memory. Ermolov et al. [12] revealed multiple
buﬀer overﬂow vulnerabilities in the IME, which allows local users to perform
a privilege-escalation attack and run arbitrary code. Due to the powerful but
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uncontrolled function in IME, some researchers [8,10,11,31] tried to disable the
IME or conﬁne its ability to interact with the host system, yet do not cause
any disruption to the normal operation in the host system. In this paper, we
demonstrate that defenders can leverage IME to introspect the host system.

8

Discussion

Security Issues: In our prototype, we implement Nighthawk via code injection into the IME. It is possible to be compromised by new attacks despite
mitigating the interface for code injection. The security arms race will persist,
however the IME has a reasonably small TCB. Nighthawk is able to defense
the SMM attacks which intend to access the locked SMRAM by reconﬁguring the SMM related registers. However, if the SMM code can be manipulated
directly by attackers, SMM based functions like CR3 reading operation may not
be trusted but we can defense it by integrating the work [6].
Other Kernel-Level Attacks: In our evaluation, if an attacker operates faster
than the checking time required by Nighthawk, we may not be able to detect it.
To reduce the risk of transient attacks, we can reduce the integrity checking time.
There are several optimizations we could make with additional engineering eﬀort.
Other kernel-level attacks like Direct Kernel Object Manipulation (DKOM) can
also be detected by Nighthawk by using similar approaches like Perkins et
al. [30] with additional eﬀort.
DMA Access: The introspection workﬂow in Nighthawk leverages µDMA
to fetch host memory. If the µDMA channel from the IME is blocked (e.g., by
I/OMMU [3]), it will prevent Nighthawk from reading the Target Host memory. Fortunately, I/OMMU can be conﬁgured to allow this access in the BIOS.
Moreover, Nighthawk is able to check the I/OMMU conﬁguration similar to
IOCheck [47]. Note that the IME accessing reserved 16MB memory at the top
of DRAM does not go through the Intel VT-d remapping (i.e., I/OMMU implementation of Intel) [17], thus, I/OMMU cannot block IME from accessing its
inner memory.
Performance: The performance of Nighthawk heavily depends on the hardware design of the IME. In this paper, our testbed’s IME suﬀered from low
performance (Sect. 6.2) mainly due to a slow ME processor speed. However,
this situation can be improved with a powerful chipset [12]. In addition, we
reverse engineered our testbed’s IME to inject code. This approach may not have
resulted in the best performance (i.e., there may have been a higher-performance
method of customizing IME code).

9

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented Nighthawk, a transparent introspection framework
for verifying the memory integrity of a Target Machine. It leverages Intel ME,
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an existing co-processor running aside with the main CPU with ring -3 privilege,
so that our approach has a minimal TCB, is capable to detect low-level system
software attacks, and introduces minimal overhead. To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our system, we implemented a prototype of Nighthawk with two
physical machines. The experimental results show that Nighthawk is able to
detect real-world attacks against OS kernels, Xen- and KVM-based hypervisors,
and System Management RAM. The experimental results show Nighthawk
veriﬁes the integrity of target host system with a low performance overhead.
Acknowledgments. Lei Zhou was supported by the China Scholarship Council at
Wayne State University. This work is supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant Number 61632009, the Guangdong Provincial
Natural Science Foundation under Grant Number 2017A030308006.
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Appendix: Intel ME

An overview of system components and the IME is shown in Fig. 7.

PCH
Management Engine
SRAM
ROM
Timer
Firmware Update
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DMA Engine
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Crypto Engine
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ME External Memory Layout

Fig. 7. Overview of the IME. We use its isolation features to provide transparent
system introspection capabilities. The left shows the IME in relation to other parts of
a host system. The right shows the IME’s memory layout on our prototype. Adapted
from Ruan [33]

B

Appendix: Code added in Intel IME

Properties of our custom IME added code are shown in Table 5. All told, we
wrote 400 lines of new C code and 270 lines of new assembly code, all of which
ﬁt in an IME ﬁrmware image less than 2 KB in size.

C

Appendix: Remote Communication Protocol

Here we present the details about remote communication protocol between
remote server and IME in target machine.
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Table 5. Introspection code added in custom IME ﬁrmware
Code section

Language Size (# lines)

DMA fetching
Integrity checking
Introspection Server
IME injection

C
C
C
ASM

210
70
120
270

Table 6. Communication commands in Nighthawk, each consisting of an operation
and corresponding object. Any Command can be combined with any Object.
Command Description

D

Object Description

F

Fetch the physical memory SCT
from Target Host to the IME

The information about
System Call Table

C

Compare the Target Host
memory in the IME system

LK

The information about
Linux Kernel

T

Transmit the introspection
results from the IME to
Remote Machine

HYP

The information about
Hypervisor

D

Dump the Target Host
memory from the IME to
Remote Machine

SMM

The information about
SMRAM

Appendix: Performance of the IME Core

We run experiments to investigate the computational capabilities of the IME. In
particular, we develop a CPU speed testing benchmark, which we inject into the
memcpy function in the IME. That is, this benchmark executes every time memcpy
is invoked. The testing program is a nested-loop (inner loop: n, outer loop: m)
function with 15 instructions in the inner loop such that n × m = 106 . We
read the time stamp counter at the beginning and the end of the benchmark—
denoted as T1 and T2 , and thus approximate the average speed of the IME
6
×(n×m)
CPU using the formula v ≈ 15×10
. We sweep n = 100, 200, ..., 10000 and
(T2 −T1 )
m = 100, 200, 1000; the experimental result shows that the IME CPU executes
approximately 15 million instructions each second. Compared to the target system’s main CPU (which can execute billions of instructions per second), the
IME CPU has a signiﬁcantly lower performance.
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